Many automatic image analysis algorithms in medical imaging require a good initialization to work properly. A similar problem occurs in many imaging-based clinical workflows, which depend on anatomical landmarks. The localization of anatomic structures based on a defined context provides with a solution to that problem, which turns out to be more challenging in medical imaging where labeled images are difficult to obtain. We propose a two-stage process to detect and regress 2D bounding boxes of predefined anatomical structures based on a 2D surrounding context. First, we use a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) architecture to detect the optimal slice where an anatomical structure is present, based on relevant landmark features. After this detection, we employ a similar architecture to perform a 2D regression with the aim of proposing a bounding box where the structure is encompassed. We trained and tested our system for 57 anatomical structures defined in axial, sagittal and coronal planes with a dataset of 504 labeled Computed Tomography (CT) scans. We compared our method with a well-known object detection algorithm (Viola Jones) and with the inter-rater error for two human experts. Despite the relatively small number of scans and the exhaustive number of structures analyzed, our method obtained promising and consistent results, which proves our architecture very generalizable to other anatomical structures.
INTRODUCTION
Machine learning has been extensively used in the field of medical imaging in the last years. Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems and medical image analysis tools have been more and more widely adopted as the development of new algorithms overcome some of the challenges present in this area.
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One of these challenges, of vital importance for many of these algorithms, is the localization of an anatomical structure in a 2D slice inside of a 3D image volume. This is commonly needed for algorithm initialization, quick image retrieval or computation of biomarkers within the region of interest, among other tasks. A similar problem occurs in many clinical workflows supported by imaging, which are based on the detection of a particular anatomical landmark. Having in mind that an anatomic structure is typically visible in several slices, it is often needed to choose not only a slice where the structure is visible but also the most relevant one for the problem to solve based on a certain anatomical context.
In the last years, deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) have proven to be very effective in image classification and object detection in traditional computer vision challenges like ImageNet. Ascending aorta, left/right anterior/posterior chest wall, left/right diaphragm, heart, left/right hilum, left ventricle, liver, pulmonary artery, spine, sternum, trachea, transversal aorta Coronal (n=15) Ascending/descending aorta, carina, left/right chest wall, left/right diaphragm, heart, left ventricle, liver, pulmonary artery, spine, spleen, trachea, left subclavian artery of the art networks that perform well in this type of tasks, like Faster RCNN 3 or YoLo, 4 make use of very deep architectures with millions of parameters that require large datasets to be trained. This is a major hurdle in medical imaging, where labeled data is scarce.
One of the advantages of performing computer vision analysis in medical imaging versus natural scenes is the lower variability in the image content. Anatomic structures are pretty consistent in location, shape, and size for different image modalities. Based on that, we hypothesized that a simple architecture based on DCNNs is sufficient to perform both the slice and the bounding box detection of anatomical structures accurately, with the advantage of requiring less training data than more complex architectures.
In this paper, we present a DCNN architecture that addressed the detection of 2D structures in chest CT images. While previous work in this area focuses on a single or a few structures, 5, 6 we analyzed 57 structures in different planes that have been considered of relevance for different diagnostic and quantitative tasks by medical experts, detailed in Table 1 . We pose the problem in 2D instead of 3D since 2D detections have been proven sufficient in the search for image-based biomarkers in different clinical problems. 7, 8 Besides, the inherent higher complexity of 3D architectures implies the need for more training data to achieve stable results. Figure 1 shows some examples of the structures that have been analyzed. These bounding boxes were labeled manually by a trained expert. It is important to note that there is not a single solution to solve this problem . .. ** *o oe oe oe oil 1 , since an anatomical structure can be visible in more than one slice. In order to decide which is the best slice to label a structure, we used anatomical criteria based on other nearby structures, either in the same plane or a different one. For example, note in the figure that the ascending aorta in the coronal plane is labeled on the same slice that the liver.
For those structures for which we have complete data for both methods (47 structures), we compared the results with Viola-Jones (VJ), 9 a 2D computer vision algorithm widely used in environments with limited computational resources.
METHODS
We developed a 2-stage approach based on two DCNNs. The first one determines which is the more likely slice within a 3D volume to define an anatomical structure of interest, while the second one locates the structure bounding box within the chosen slice. The architecture and hyper-parameters were both common for all the structures, but each one of the structures was trained independently from scratch. The system was tested in 57 anatomical structures of interest that we have defined along the principal planes of chest CT scans (axial, sagittal and coronal): 25 in the axial plane, 17 in the sagittal and 15 in coronal. Depending on the feasibility to detect the structure in the plane, some of them may be defined in the three planes or just in two of them. The structures were defined by an expert based on clinical criteria, and range from large organs (like lungs and heart) to smaller anatomical landmarks (like the hilum). Note how the size and shape of these structures can be dramatically different, which increases the problem complexity (a fixed size bounding box prediction will not be sufficient).
It is important to remark that while the VJ method required some customized parametrization for each one of the structures, we did not use any particular structure parametrization in DCNN.
Architecture
Our solution makes use of two DCNNs, one for the slice detection (hereinafter classification network) and another one for the bounding box regression (regression network). The detailed description of DCNNs are out of the scope of this article, and we refer the reader to 10 for a helpful introduction to the subject.
Our two DCNNs share a very similar architecture ( Figure 2 ). We will describe first the classification network, and then we will just describe the differences with the regression network. The design resembles a typical classification architecture like the one described in 11 that has been proved to work in many general computer vision classification problems. Each network can receive as input images from any 2D plane in a 3D volume. In order to standardize this input, we reshape all the images to a size of 256x256 pixels, using linear interpolation. The reshaped input is processed by three convolutional layers of 8, 8 and 16 convolutional filters respectively, each one of them with a size of 5x5 pixels. Each layer is followed by a max pool layer of 2x2 that reduces the image dimensionality by a factor of 4 after each layer. All the layers (except the output of the network) make use of a rectified linear unit (ReLU) layer that discards all the negative activations. At the end of the convolutional layers, we use a simple 512 fully connected layer that will characterize the image features necessary to identify the anatomical landmarks. The output of the network is compound of just a size-2 vector whose second position contains a score (normalized with a Softmax activation) that indicates the probability of the input image to display the anatomical structure. The loss function used to train this network is the categorical cross entropy.
The bounding box detection is made with a regression network that outputs a vector (X, Y, W, H) with the top left corner coordinates, the width and the height of the region of interest (RoI). All the components are normalized to a [0.0-1.0] range. The output neurons employ a sigmoid activation function to produce the normalized result.
Both networks were trained using the Adam optimization implemented in the TensorFlow library (v0.10.0), with a learning rate, lr=0.001, that decays linearly with a 0.8 factor when there are no improvements in the loss function for the validation dataset. We did not use any data augmentation in the classification network. A slice was considered a positive sample when the distance between the slice and the labeled ground truth was less than 5 slices. Conversely, we did use data augmentation when training the regression network, consisting of random small rotations (±5
• ), translations (±0.05 * originalSize), and scaling (±0.05 * originalSize). In total, we generated 20 images for every training sample.
Data preparation
We used a chest CT cohort extracted from the COPD Gene study 12 in order to evaluate our results. In total, we used 306 cases for the training and 198 cases for testing, with small variations depending on the study structure since some structures were not always visible in the chest CT scan.
An expert labeled a 2D bounding box for each one of the structures to study, which was used as ground truth for the training. Moreover, we asked another expert to repeat the labeling of 20 scans, to measure the inter-rate variability using the inter-class correlation. We also assessed the error between human raters to provide a reference.
Before training our models, we applied some preprocessing to the training datasets, both in the classification and the regression network. Every slice image was resized to a 256x256 pixels image. CT images were clamped in the range [-500,300] HU as all the structures were within that range. The intensities were later normalized to a [0.0-1.0] range, in order to prevent numerical instabilities during training.
Regarding the bounding box regression, all the coordinates are scaled to a [0.0-1.0] range, which allows the network to be invariant to the scale of the images. Also, setting the coordinates in this format simplifies the training, as the solution space is reduced to a [0.0-1.0] range for any structure.
Optimal slice selection
Some structures are large and visible in many slices, making it difficult to select the optimal view of the anatomical structure. The classification network may determine more than one slice with a maximum score of 1.0. For instance, if we think about axial plane where the whole heart is visible (one of the structures that we have defined), more than 25 slices may have the maximal response. In order to select the most likely slice, we selected the slices with maximum likelihood as defined by the DCNN output:
where si is the slice, x is the structure under detection and S denotes the set of slices that maximize the probability P. In case there was more than one maximum in S, we selected the subset with the largest cardinality and chose their middle slice as the candidate solution. 
Method comparison
We compared the performance of our method with VJ. 9 For the slice detection stage, we used the absolute error between the reference slice labeled by an expert and the slice that the algorithm predicts as the best candidate. We also analyzed the correlation between the predicted and the correct slice for both methods. Differences in the mean between both approaches were assessed by means of the Wilcoxon test. 13 Bonferroni was used to correct for multiple comparisons.
14 The difference in correlations was analyzed using the Fisher r-to-z transformation.
The coordinates of the bounding box, (X, Y, W, H), were analyzed using a correlation analysis. X and Y represent the coordinates of the top-left corner of the bounding box, and W and H represent the width and the height of the structure respectively.
In order to have a global measurement of the accuracy of the full bounding box, we calculated the intersection over union (IoU) of the predicted bounding box with respect to the ground truth manually labeled. The IoU between two bounding boxes is defined as the coefficient between their area of overlap (area of the intersection) and the area of the smallest bounding box that would contain the two boxes (area of the union). Wilcoxon test was employed in the IoU evaluation to assess differences between our method and VJ.
We tested a total of 8765 case-structure combinations distributed in 198 test CT scans corresponding to subjects that were not used in training and 47 anatomic structures. Note that not all the structures were visible in every scan.
Inter-reader variability
The structures detections in our training and testing datasets were performed by one trained expert. We assessed the inter-reader variability for the slice detection in 20 cases that were randomly selected from our training dataset and in a blind fashion. The intraclass correlation coefficient between readers was excellent for 35 structures and good for 6. However 
RESULTS
In the following sections, we describe the detection error analysis that we conducted for the slice prediction and the bounding box regression methods.
Slice prediction
Global Axial The Pearson correlation of the slice prediction versus the reference value for all the structures was 0.878 and 0.935 for VJ and DCNN respectively. The correlation difference between VJ and DCNN was highly significant (p < 10 −8 ). The slope of the regression lines for the slice detection was 0.851 and 0.986 for VJ and DCNN respectively, which shows a better fit to the unity line for the DCNN solution. We further analyzed the correlations for the structures belonging to each plane (axial, sagittal or coronal), displayed in Figure 3 . For all cases, DCNN correlations were significantly stronger than VJ (p < 10 −8 ). We noted that correlations were higher in the axial plane that in the other two planes for both VJ and DCNN. This result may be explained by the higher resolution of the axial plane in our CT scans, as well as the resampling of the images that we need to do for sagittal and coronal planes to fit into the fixed input size of the network. While axial images are reconstructed in a fixed 512x512 sampling grid, coronal and sagittal images dimensions depend on the selected slice thickness and scanning field of view.
The absolute error between the slice prediction and the reference value was computed for each structure. 28 out of 47 structures reached statistically significant difference between our method and VJ after Bonferroni correction (p < 0.05 47 = 0.001). Figure 4 shows the absolute slice distance error for every structure in the axial, sagittal and coronal planes. For all cases (except the Pulmonary Artery in the sagittal plane), our approach has a mean error smaller than VJ.
Bounding box regression
Our bounding box analysis was performed in those case-structure pairs where the error in the slice prediction for VJ and DCNN was less than 10 slices to perform an unbiased evaluation of this stage. A total of 3085 case-structure combinations were studied. One of the structures (the liver in the coronal plane) did not meet these criteria.
The global correlation for each bounding box coordinate is shown in Figure 5 . For all cases, DCNN correlations were statistically higher than VJ (p < 10 −8 ). The top-left coordinates, X and Y, show a better correlation that width (W) and height (H) consistently for both methods. This might indicate that the location of the bounding box is more precise than the sizing.
The difference in IoU between our method and VJ was statistically significant in 25 out of the 47 anatomical structures (p ≤ 0.001). Overall, DCNN presented a higher IoU mean value in each one of the structures analyzed, which indicates the clear superiority of the method for the structures detection. Figure 6 shows the IoU error for each one of the structures in the axial, sagittal and coronal planes respectively. 
Full cases examples
We selected two patients from our testing dataset to illustrate the results of our method. To that aim, we selected two cases that were in the upper and lower performance percentiles. In order to choose a case with a good performance, we first selected the cases with a mean absolute slice detection error below the 10th percentile in the test dataset. Then, we chose the case with highest mean IoU for all the structures. The process is analogous for the case with a lower performance, using the 90th percentile and the lowest mean IoU. For each case, we selected the three structures with a higher/lower IoU for each plane.
The results for the cases with a higher/lower performance are displayed in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. For each structure, we show the automatic prediction obtained by our method (left side, in red), versus the manually labeled figure (right side, in green) . It is important to observe that even the structures with a higher quantitative error show very reasonable results in a qualitative sense. This stability of the results, even for the worst performing cases, may be in part explained by the spatial consistency of the structures across multiple slices. Although our method does not always choose the same slice as defined in the reference standard, the selected slide is consistent within the proposed structure definition. In addition to that, the detection of the bounding box seems to be quite robust once the slice is selected as reflected in our numerical results in Figure 6 .
CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a structure detection method based on a two-stage DCNN that has demonstrated good performance for a large number of structures, and it is competitive with human raters. After an exhaustive comparison between VJ and our method, we can conclude that DCNN presents a consistent improvement over VJ for most of the anatomical structures analyzed. While the improvement in the slice detection was statistically significant in approximately half of the defined structures, the bounding box object detection was superior in DCNN, where all the structures performed better on average with no exception.
It is also proven that the proposed method is very scalable. Conversely to VJ, we did not use any structurespecific parameterization or data preprocessing in any case, which shows the potential for the generalization of our solution for its use in different structures with no customization required.
When we compare our method to the performance achieved by humans, the mean absolute slice prediction error between readers is 10.15±6.23 in comparison to 31.61±29.27 for DCNN. This implies that there is still room for improvement for the method to be within the inter-reader error. Nevertheless, our visual results suggest that the performance is consistent in average for those structures even for those cases where our method performed the upper error percentile.
One limitation of our method is that each structure is trained independently, so our approach does not take advantage of the spatial relationship between structures a strong prior in medical imaging detection tasks. Our future work will make use of a multiclass network that could identify more than one structure at the same time, which allows learning some anatomical information and potentially reducing the computation time.
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